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Herbert Steiner, r 892-1966 
lValtcr Grossmmm 

Booi,:s A'-D JOCR~ALS prcscn·c a record of Herbert Steiner's 
litcrar:· achicYcmcnts as cssa:·ist, as editor of t\YO rc\·ic\,·s, 
Coro11L1 and .Hesa, and of the works of Hug-o nm Hof-
mannsthal, and as translator of the cssa,·s of Paul \\1Ifr,·. He . ' 

\\·as the ccnrcr of a ncnnirk of relations that linked innumerable per-
sons, man:· of them krn)\\ n rn each other on!_,· through him; men of 
letters of man\· countries \\-ere his associates, and both authors and 
reccptin read~rs were indebted to him. Ten :·cars after his death the 
re,·erhcrations continue. Steiner's enthusiasm for the great poets struck 
off sparks that are still capable of kindling a response. In the Houghton 
Librar_-.·, which bec1me his \,·nrkshop after the papers of Hugo ,·on 
Hofrnannsthal were acquired in 1 9+ ~, his memor_\- is perpetuated b? 
collections that he had a part in building. 

Herbert Steiner was born in Vienna on r August 1 89~. This \\·as 
the nar during which Hugo ,·on Hofrnannsthal, then a _\·oung poet, 
published a prologue to A77atol, a yo]umc of pLffs h_\· his friend Arthur 
Schnitzler, characterizing his 0\\'11 mood and his friend's: "This is hm,· 
\\T acr our our pans, !Acting pla:·s of our o\,·n making, F.arl:· ripe, 
and sad, and te,1der." 1 This fin-dc-siecle self-characterization became 
a model for generations of Viennese Gymnasium students who thought 
thcv recognized themsch-es in it. Responding to a poem that he had 
been sent b_\· the precocious and gifted si:-;:teen-_-.·ear-old Steiner, Fried-
rich Gundolf admonished him: "You arc so incredibl:· and burgeon-
ing\_\· young' You must guard against the miserable Viennese ,narincss 
and unjustified arrogance that distorts and sterilizes most talent there.''~ 

In bringing himself to the attention of Friedrich Gundolf, Steiner 

'".-\lso spicle11 \1·ir Theater. Spiclcn umre cigncn Sriickc, Fn1hgcrcift und zart 
und tr,rnrig," Hugo nl!l Hofm:innsthal. Poc'IIIS ,111d V cr.,·L' l'/.1_\'S. Rilingual Edition, 
Edited and introduced b~- .\ I ichacl Hrnilnirgn ( l1 o/lmgc11 St'ri.:s, XXXITI: 2; [ 's.' c\1· 
y ork: l Pantheon Books, r 196 I l)' P· 62. 

'"Sic sind ia noch so umohrscheinlich und so crspricsslich jung 1 N'ur mtissen 
Sic sich I or ckr elcnden "'icncr \ !iidigkcit und unhcrcchtigrcn '.-\bgckl:irthcit" 
hilrcn die da druntcn die mei,tcn Talcntc cntsn:llt und stcrili,irt.'' "Friedrich 
Gundolf Brich1Tch,cl mir Herbert Steiner und Frnst Robert C:urtius," C.1stnmz 
Pcrcgrini, LIV-L \·r (_-\rmterdam. 1962-63 ), pp. 82-83. 
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was rcall_\' seeking contact with Gundolf s great friend and teacher, 
Stefan George. Bldtter fiir die Kzmst, 3 which was then being published 
h_\· the George circle, "·as alread_\' familiar to Steiner, and he credits 
Hofmannsthal, whose "elevated and praiseworthy participation in the 
Bldtter" he emphasized, for guiding him to it. 4 It is evident that Steiner 
was ignorant of the stormy and painful course of the relationship 
hennen George and Hofmannsthal; indeed, the irony of the situation 
appears when one reflects that Steiner approached George, that the 
poet was ready to recruit the young Viennese into his circle, and that 
Steiner was umvilling to commit himself to a single master, though 
ready to devote himself to a fe\\' great poets, one of whom certain}_',' 
was Hofmannsrhal. George's rigidly imposed discipline "·as not for 
Steiner; young as he was when he visited George during Fcbruar_\· 
r 9 r o in /\fonich, he knew that he had to find and define his mvn in-
tellectual world. George was moved by the young enthusiast, and he 
wrote of his disappointment at losing him. Linked with this feeling is 
a deep and sympathetic understanding of the young man's psyche: 

\Ver soil dich anders ,\·iinschen wenn du so 
Dein haupt mit lacheln scnkst und sch'.l·ank dich drehst 
Zu voile blumc auf zu zartcm halmc; 
\Ver gonntc dir nicht licht und lindc luft; 
Und dcnnoch \\·isse: lebst du for den tag 
\Vo heilsarn ungewittcr dir den rest 
\' on asche staubt aus deincm goldnen haar 
)Sprecht nicht zu strcng vom sch,\·achen dcr sich trennte 
Erinncrt cuch ,\·ic ihr mir frcundlich tatct 
Ich war ein blondes \\·under euch - nichts mehr.·; 

This poem has its place among the last group in Der Stern des Bundes, 
in which, according to Lothar Helbing, T yche, Ananke, Daimon, and 
Elpis are celebrated. He states that "the group of these 'orphischen 
U nvone' begins with a poem that, as we learn from an account and 
commentary of Ernst Morwitz, was dedicated to Herbert Steiner." " 

'Blatter f11r die Kunst, I Folgc (1892-93)-Xll (1919). 
'"hohen und ruhmvollen Ameil" - "Friedrich Gundolf Briefwechsel'' (note 2 

above), p. 71. 
'Stefan George, Der Stern des Bundes (Berlin, 1914), p. rn6; reprinted here from 

Stefan George, lVerke, Ausgabe in zwci Banden (Di.isseldorf: Kiipper, 1958), I, 391, 
by permission of Verlag Helmut Kupper. 

'Lothar Helbing, "Zur Einfi.ihrung," in "Friedrich Gundolf Briefwechsel" ( note 
2 above), p. 56. 
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Tyche, blessed fortuity, is the star under which such encounters can 
rake place; it is the same word that the eighteen-year-old Hofmannsthal 
used in his letter of ro January 1892 to George: "I believe that 
one person can be much to another: light, key, seed, poison ... but 
I sec no guilt, no merit, and no will that can help where T:-,-che 
111\'Sterioush-works." 7 

. . 
1\lany years later Steiner recorded his encounter with George. 8 

Like all of Steiner's writings - short essays, letters, even single para-
graphs - it bears the impress of his style, a word rhythm distinctive!:-,· 
his m1:n. The portraits it evokes, suspended in space, are personal yet 
utter!:-,-discreet. "Begegnung mit Stefan George" catches the mood 
of the da:·s he spent in l\lunich with George and among the master's 
friends. The enduring and beautiful recollection of the poet and 
educator that emerges from these pages is renrent yet not without 
humor. Steiner was unwilling and unable to gi,·e the exclusive al-

L 

legiance that George demanded. He was casting his net more widely. 
:\ reading by Rainer Maria Rilke was among his earliest aesthetic ex-
periences; his essay, "Ober Rilke," begins: 

He was the first poet \\·horn I heard reading. Of the later ones ( among whom 
there were three or four \\ ho had a far deeper impact on rn:· life) there was 
none I can compare with him, with his manner of reading. I \\·as a schoolbo,·. 
still far from becoming a studem; I kne,\· \\·here the needle of my magnet 
pointed, nothing more. Now came his reading, in a small room at the back of 
a bookstore [ Hugo Heller's], otherwise used for exhibitions ( soon there was 
to be one of drawings h:- Rodin). At that time a fe,\. hundred readers \\ arched 
for his publications. He ,ns not yet famous. 0 

At one of the two readings, on 8 or r 3 November r 907, Steiner handed 
a poem to Rilke, 10 who was moved to reply with a poem echoing 

'Briefwechsel Z/1.::ischen George zmd Hofm,mnsthal, zwcite erganzte Auflage 
([.\lunich:] Bei Helmut Kupper rnrrnals Georg Bondi, [1953]), p. 14. 

R Herbert Steiner, Begeg11u11g mit Stefm George. [Aurora, ~.Y.: Printed b:, 
Jacob Hammer at the \\'ells College Prc~s. 19.p.] 15 p. 

• Herbert Steiner, Bcgegm111gen 111it Dic/.itern (Hamburg: Druck der Trajanus-
Presse for die .I\Iaximilian-Gesellschaft, [ 19 5 7]), p. 48. 

10 An R./\1.R.: 
So wic des :\lcercs ruhig-hcllcs Schirnmern 
und wie ein Darnrnern Liber fcrnen Landen, 
ist Liber meiner Jugend heissem Flimmcrn 
ein hehres Zeichen - Dein Gesang 1 - gestanden 1 -
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"'ords,nlrth's "The Tables Turned .. , Recognizing the _nmth 's in-
fatuation with the world of books, Rilke began his reply by warning, 
''\' ertrau den Biichern nicht zu sehr;/sie sind_/Gcwesenes und Kom-
mendes.1Ergreifc/ein Scicndcs. I ... " 11 But "·hat Steiner discovered 
was not, for him, "barren leaves"; it ,vas a means - his very mn1 -
of tal-:ing possession of "ein Seiendes" with a ''heart that watches and 
receives." 1~ 

Hugo ,·on Hofrnannsthal was the third poet whom Steiner sought 
out; this "·as in the spring of 1910. 13 He recalled that Hofmannsthal 
said. "Hmv _\'Oung _\'OU arc! YVhat are _\'OU going to do later on. when 
_\'OU will no longer be able to hold up your youth like a flag in from 
of ,·ou;" 14 The deep admiration that Steiner felt then ,.vas to last 
through a lifetime; a partial - and not incorrect - answer to Hof-
mannsthal's query ,vould have been "to serve _\·our work." 

Jch war wie cincr. dcr d:is ride \\'crdcn 
des Lebcns nicht erkennt ... und fchlt ... und irrt -
Ich schritt in Qua] mir taumelndcn Gcbcrdcn 1 -

Da warest Du, dcr mich den Ghubcn lehrtc, 
und ncbcn Dir ,nr dcr, den Du grsungcn, 
dcr Armur sich erkorcn und errungcn 
und Allcm, ,n.s da schlccht und bii-,c. ,Hhrtc' 

Jn Euch \\ard rnir Frlosung und Rcfrciung-
und ·wundcrsamcs Erkenncn 1 Gcbtissr 
hat meine Scelc und ihr ,nrd V crzcihung ... 

Denn bci ihr \\';Hen Engel, die sic li:isrcn -
und trugcn und dcr \\' cg war ihr bcrcitct: 
so <lass sic bm und zwischcn allergrtisstcn 
und - ticfsren \\'undcrn - sclig stauncnd - schrcirct 1 -

This poem by Steiner was looted Ii\· Ernst Zinn in the Schweizcrische Landcs-
Bibliothck Bern, and printed in his notes in Rainer '\Iaria Rilke, S,i1mlicl. 1e TV crkt' 
( 1Frankfurr a.M.: l Insel-Verlag, 1966), VJ, 1535-1536. 

11 / bid., \TI. I 22 8. 
""Enough of Science and of :\rt; Close up those barren lea\·es;iComc forth. 

and bring with you a heart/That watches and rcceiHs.·• - "The Tables Turned," 
lines 29-32, in The Poetical TVorks of \\.illiam \\'ordrn·orth (Oxford: The Clarendon 
Press, 1940-49), IV. 57. 

"Cf. letter of Hugo \'on Hofmannsrhal acknowledging some poems sent b,· 
Steiner, dared 8 VI 119rn l (See Plate II., 

"Steiner, op. cit. (note 9 aboH), p. 1z. 



PLATE I 
ABOVE LEFT: Herbert Steiner 011 t!Je Steps of Houg!Jto11 Library 

(Photograph h:,· Cuol:,·n Jakeman) 
ABOVE RIGHT: Herbert Steiner in a Raih;.:,1y Station 

(Photograph h:, F,·a Kampmann-Carossa) 
BrLm,·: Got~is. Shrr-..~·ing tl.1 e Steiner Home 

( Photograph in Houghton Librar:-,·) 
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Steiner preferred to take his final G:nnnasium namination at Zurich 
in the fall of r 91 o, thus receiving his ccrrificate a :-car earlier than the 
Austrian school s_ntcm \\ ould h;ffC allmnd. During rhc same :·ear 
he began his uni,-crsit:· studies, which rook him to Vienna, Graz, and 
.\lunich as well as Zurich. Philosoph_\-, art histor:·, and histor_\- were 
rhc subjects he chose at first; subsellllentl:· he decided to concentrate 
in Romance philolog:· at 1\lunich, and attended courses of Hugo 
Spitzer, Adolf Fre:·, Louis Gauchat, and Karl V osslcr. Steiner \\ as 
proficient in three languages (in addition, of course, to German), 
English, French, and Iralian. 1·, An c1rl:· letter to Gundolf reported, 
not \\·ithout a glimmer of satisfaction, that ''for m:·sclf I have alwa:·s 
read Shakespeare in the English original." iG English \\·as a language 
familiar in the Steiner household; his mother had spent some rime in 
Scotland, and his father, who had studied chemistr\· in England, be-
came a British subject. 

His philological interest \\·as reflected in his accolade to Hugo 
Schuchardt on the occ:1sion of that great schobr's eightieth birthda:·. 17 

Plans to den)te a stud\- to Schuchardr's philosoph,- of language \\"ere 
not realized, and in the summer of 192 9 Steiner fulfilled the require-
ment for his doctorate at Zurich with the thesis, sponsored by Thcophil 
Spoerri, /)er C!Je,:alier de Mere. One rare!:· finds a thesis written in 
so graceful a style and de,·oted to a person with whom the doctoral 
candidate felt a true affinit,·. Steiner was drawn to this seventcenth-
ccntur:· cssa:·ist, theoretician of style, and educator of the educators 
of courtiers and ladies of the court, who sought the true image of the ... 
"honnetc homme." H:.wing carefully recorded l\lerc's indefatigable ... . ... 
attempts to define this ideal image and to add color and nuance to it, 
Steiner concluded: ";\ lere took this concept, found particularly in 
Rabelais and Montaigne, gave it a distinct shape, and helped to establish 
its importance." 1' Cul J. Durckhardt, a :·oung friend of Hof1mnns-
thal, also drew a portrait of the scvcnteenth-ccmur:' "honnete homme," 

"':\larlcnc Rall, Die 7, 0.;.:ci1110n,usscl.1rif1 "C oro11c1·· 19 30-19-1-3 p)issertarion l ( Tii-
bingrn. 1972 ). p. 9. 

1, ''Friedrich Cundolf BrichHchscl'" ( note 2 a!HJ\'C). p. 80. 
1' Herbert Steiner, '·Zu Hugo Schuch:irdts Ho. Ccburtst:1g," Zeitscl. 1rift fiir 

R0111'111isc/.1c l'hilologic, :XUT: 1 ( 1922 ). 1-+ 

"Herbert Steiner, /)er Cl 1 eLil1cr de .\Jere: 1Dissertation. Zurichl (Strassburg: 
Heitz. 1930), p. r 8. 
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looking at him from his own position, that of a diplomat. rn Those who 
choose historical costumes or masked-ball disguises reveal something ... ... 
of themselves. The ethos of the "honnere homme" is revived in 
Hofmannsrhal's Rosenkai,alier and triumphs there. The preoccupa-
tion of Steiner and Burckhardt with this figure may han been in-
fluenced by the effort of the poet they admired to support values 
\Vorthy of preservation - and of determining the course one should 
choose to follow in the midst of a disintegrating European society. 

Herbert Steiner's next undertaking was the leading role in a venture 
inspired b:v ideas of this kind, intended to interest and to draw together 
those believing in a humanist bourgeois tradition. i\Iartin Bodmer, the 
Zurich collector and J\faecenas, became intrigued, while assembling 
an ideal collection of world literature, with the idea of supplementing 
his grand scheme by founding a review - "a world literary review 
of important living authors, yet reaching back to the great heritage." ~0 

Sometime in 1927 Bodmer began to discuss the idea with Steiner, who 
was then editing a little magazine for the Hottinger Lesczirkcl, an 
organization sponsored by Zurich citizens devoted to the furthering 
of an and literature. Steiner had chosen Switzerland for his per-
manent home and had become a Swiss citizen. His family, which had 
suffered heavy financial losses in the inflation following the First 
\,Vorld \Var, had left Vienna and acquired a small house in Gotzis in 
the V orarlberg, so close to the Swiss frontier chat one could see across 
the border (Place I). Here his mother, Mary, lived until she died in 
1926, his father, and Anna, the beloved maid of his childhood. Gotzis 
remained for Herbert Steiner his home, a refuge to which he liked to 
return, particularly at Christmas time. 

Steiner was poorly remunerated at the Hottinger Lesezirkel and 
Bodmer's plans were attractive to him, yet he knew the commitment 
that would be involved and he did not accept it hastily. He ·was to 
carry the burden of editorial responsibility; when the plan materialized 
he devoted ten years to Corona. By the last month of 1936, when a 
growing deficit seemed to threaten its continuation, he had become 

'° Carl ]. Burckhardt, "Der Honnete Homme,'' in his Gestalten w1cl .il.1achtc 
(Zurich: Fretz & \Vasmuth, [19.p]), pp. 71-96. 

"'Martin Bodmer, "Vom \Verden und \\'esen der 'Corona'," in Buchkzmst und 
Dichtung, Zur Gesc/Jichte der Bremer Presse und der Coro1i.1, ed. Bernhard Zeller 
and \Verner Volke [Munich, 1966], p. 1z1. 
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so absorbed in editing and overseeing its technical production that he 
confessed to Richard Beer-Hofmann, "I have the feeling that my 
thread of life will be cut." 21 

In the earliest stage of planning the review, a rrium,-irate - Hugo 
,-on Hofmannsthal, Rudolf Alexander Schroder, and Rudolf Bor-
chardt - \\"as to have been the editorial committee; but this became 
impossible on 1 5 July 1929 with the sudden death of Hofmannsthal, 
whose name more than any other ,ns to typify the spirit of the new 
journal. Bodmer and Steiner finally gave up the idea of an editorial 
committee, and their names appeared in the first issue of Corona as the 
sole editors. Both continued until the first issue of the eighth ~-ear 
(1938), after ,,·hich Steiner's name disappeared.~~ 

,\lanin Bodmer's account of the genesis of Corona recalls the names 
of eminent writers and thinkers he \\-as privileged to meet in his 
parents' home, among them Karl Vossler, Rudolf Kassner, Richard 
Beer-Hofmann, Friedrich Gundolf, Hans Carossa, and Paul Yalery. 
"'Vith some a lifelong friendship emerged. The encounter with Hugo 
von Hofmannsthal was to be decisive ... " 23 The circle of an in-
tellectual elite here indicated is not very different from the one to 
which Steiner had been drnn1. In his own masterlv account of 
Corona, Steiner expressed his editorial vision. One facet deserves 
special notice: "A journal could attempt to draw from writers their 
best work, something for which sufficient stimulus and encouragement 

L 

had been lacking hitherto, something that would not have been ,nit-
ten, that could not be purchased - for the real things in life arc never 
for sale." 24 

The names of Bodmcr and Steiner inspired confidence in the authors 
whose contributions thcv sought. The "Dichternachlasse" of Hof-

• L 

mannsthal and Rilke were made available to them. The first issue of 
Coroua opened with Hof mannsthal's "Andreas" fragment and a selec-
tion from Thomas i\fann's work in progress, ''Jaakobsgeschichten." 
Prose by Valery in Steiner's translation, Hermann Hesse's "Die 1'lor-

" Letter to Beer-Hofmann, dated G<itzis, 11 ~oYember 1936 (Houghton Librar~-: 
b:\IS Ger 183). 

"For a discussion of moti,·es and politics, sec R~ll, op. cit. ( note 15 aboH), p. , , 1. 

"'Bodmer, Loe. cir. (note 20 above). 
"Herbert Steiner, "'Corona'," in Buchkunst 1111d Dichtung (note 20 above), p. 

I 2 5 · 
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gcnlandfahrt," poems by Saint-John Perse in Rudolf Kassner's transla-
tions, sketches of persons and places by Josef Hofmillcr, prose and 
poems of \Vjatscheslaw lwanow, essays by \Verner Kacgi and Josef 
~adlcr - all ,\·ere among the contents of following _\Tars. Corona 
and Schriften dcr Corona, the series subsequent!_',· appended to it, bore 
our the editors' expectations; their literary taste and editorial ingenuity 
arc clearly evident. It is only fair to add that it was large!_',· Steiner 
who planned the issues, handled the details of editorship, corresponded 
with authors, and did the proofreading, a never-ending task for him. 
His demands were exacting; he praised the Oldcnbourg printers for 
paticncl_v providing seven or often eight re,·isions of galley-proof. 
At the same time, he often taxed the patience of authors with cor-
respondence abounding in discussions of commas and other minutiae 
of punctuation. In the storm:· sea of _',·cars before the outbreak of the 
Second \Vorld \Var, Corona steered the course that had been set for 
her. 

\ Vhcn a definite date for terminating the publication of Corona 
had been set, Steiner decided to leave for the U nitcd States to explore 
the possibility of supporting himself there. The Amcbluss of Austria 
with Germany came in i\Iarch 1938; though a Swiss citizen, he still 
had strong ties "·ith his native land through the house in Goti',is. /\lore-
ovcr, the A11schluss had forced Richard Beer-Hofmann, members of 
rhe Hofmannsthal family, :md man_',' others to leave Austria and seek 
residence in the U nitcd States. Bodmcr, who saw Corona through the 
tenth and last year of the original series, helped to make the transition 
possible for Steiner. 2~ 

In April 1940 Steiner arrived in the United States. The beginnings 
were difficult and trying. Friends who had preceded him to this 
country had made their individual adjustments to a new world in a 
variety of ways. Looking back, it is remarkable that Steiner was so 
successful in hewing out a way of life congenial to him, in teaching, 
lecturing, and editorial work. His personality, childlike charm, and 
truly European "Bildung" endeared him to new American friends, 
among them Herter D. 1\'orrnn, Elizabeth Hapgood, and Robert and 
Mildred Bliss. In 1942 he was able to launch Aurora, a series of 
booklets. Beginning ·with his m,·n Regegmmg mit Stefan George, this 
continued with tcxrs by .\ lallarme, Saint-John Pcrsc, Jorge Cu ill en, 

,...,Rall, op. cit. (narc 15 above), p. 164. 
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Thornton '\'ilder, Rilke, and Herbert Davis; in all, there were seven, 
the last dated 19+5. The small editions - one hundred to two hundred 
:rnd fift_\· copies - were primed b_\· \'ictor and Jacob Hammer at the 
\ Veils College Press. Steiner had a great esteem for Victor Hammer 
as a man and as a printer. 

The series ,ns a prologue to Steiner's rhird undertaking as editor 
of a revie,,·; the first issue of Mesfl appeared in the fall of 1 9+5 · It ,yas 
his own revic\\', copyrighted in his name; he was master in his own 
house. Design and printing were entrusted to the Hammers and the 
first three issues were printed on their \ V ells College Press; the fourth 
and fifth ( the last) were primed in Lexington, Kemuck_\·, during the 
winter of 19+7. Steiner characterized Corona as ''European" and lfcsa 
as "American-European"; it "·as published not in one language but in 
fi,·e. The authors from \\·horn Steiner elicited manuscripts were those 
"·ho belonged to the imaginary· circle that comprised his world of 
commitment to poetry and wisdom. His O\\·n urnn,·ering fi.delit_\· to 
this ,,·orld was now rewarded h_\' the trust and the generosity with 
which Valcr~r, Beer-Hofmann, and the heirs of Hofmannsthal and 
Rilke made prose and poetry available for publication in Steiner's 
.Hem. The editorial ,·entures ,Hre indispensable to him intellectuall_\· 
and helped to supplement his earnings as a teacher of German language 
and literature at , Vheaton College and subsequenrl~· at Pennsykania 
Srare Universir!·· Though he often spoke of them to his friends as if 
the_\· were no more than pla_\· or pastimes, the positions he held "·ere 
in facr demanding. 

The publishing firm of Bermann-Fischer, after first emigrating from 
Berlin co Vienna, had relocated in Stockholm; now, in the midst of 
the \\'ar ,·cars, Bcrm:rnn-Fischcr and the heirs of Hofmannsthal de-
cided to ·proceed with a comprehensin edition of the poet's "·ork.~G 
The,· were confident that a free German-speaking world would arise 
aaai;1 and when this day came, that the work of Hofmannsthal would 

t:' ' a , 

he needed. As editor ther chose Herbert Steiner. "I accepted the task 
hesitantk," he confessed; but he recalled also how often he had 
"occupi~d half-idle hours arranging the \\Tirings of \' al cry or Hof-
mannsthal without thinking of any practical result. A blueprint was 

''' Despite the ad1·erse times, the Bcrmann~Fischer V crlag, \'icnna, had tried to 
keep the ,1·orks of Hofnrnnnsrlul in print and to continue publications - such as 
the rn·o-volume edition of lcrters - that had been begun in Berlin. 
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ready when such a project confronted me after the death of Heinrich 
Zimmer." 2~ 

In The Houghton Library Report of Accessions for the Year 1945-
46, one reads: "In German literature the most important acquisition 
of the _1:ear was the gift by the family of the late Hugo von Hof-
mannsthal of his 'Nachlasspapiere,' amounting to nearly twenty boxes. 
The preparation of these papers for publication has been entrusted to 
Professor Herbert Steiner." 28 Interest in nventieth-centurv German 
literature is not evident in previous Houghton reports, and this is 
understandable, for these reports ,vcre written during the war years. 
Receipt of the Hofmannsthal manuscripts marked the beginning of a 
series of major acquisitions in the subject. The papers were soon 
followed by the fine Hofmannsthal collection of Carl \:V. Jacoby; 
this was characterized as probably the most nearly complete collection 
of Hofmannsthal's publications by the Report for r 948-49, which 
noted also that it would be "of great utility" to Dr. Herbert Steiner. 29 

In 195 3-.5'4 it was possible to report the acquisition of the Rainer ~laria 
Rilke collection "gathered by the late Professor Richard von /Vlises," 30 

and six years later the literary papers and publications of Richard 
Beer-Hofmann, the Viennese poet, were purchased. The late \:Villiam 
A. Jackson, Librarian of the Houghton Library, had succeeded in 
bringing to Harvard unequalled collections of three Austrian poets. 
He wrote that the Hof mannsthal collection "will alwavs be a monu-
ment to the best of the German civilization of rhe period"; ·31 and it was 
his judgment that, "while Rilke is considered a German poet, he in fact 
transcends nationality and must be called a European voice - one of 
the most distinguished and influential this century has so far pro-
duced." 32 

Jackson's interests and his collecting efforts were undoubtedly in-
fluenced by two friends, both of whom were distinguished emigres 
from Hitler's Germany - Professor Karl Vietor, historian of German 
literature, and Professor Richard von Mises, physicist and philosopher 

"'Herbert Steiner, Zur Hof7flannsrl,al-Ausgabe, 1, Bericht und Berichtigung 
(Bern: Haupt, r1959]), p. 5-

.,, The Houghton Library Report of Accessions, 1945-46, p. 33. 
""Ibid., 1948-49, p. 32. 
,o Ibid., •953-54, P· 44· 
' 1 Ibid., 1948-49, p. 32. 
' 2 lhid., 1953-54, P· 44· 
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of science. Herbert Steiner, whose life in the Houghton Library 
began with the receipt of the Hofmannsthal manuscripts, became the 
third and last, but not least, of Jackson's ad,·isers on modern German 
belles-lettres. 

Steiner's article, "The Harvard Collection of Hugo von Hof-
mannsthal," 33 described the collection and gave an account of his own 
task as editor: 

The Ges,1mmelte H'erke (Frankfurt, S. Fischer, 19-1-5- ), editeJ b,· the 
present writer, \\·ill unite for the first time all that has been published. )\bout 
one fourth of the contents has been known onk to a fc,, collectors. Besides 
the at least fourteen volumes of this edition ... there will he four ,·olumes 
of letters ... 

But most significant of all ,,·ill be the four volumes containing unpublished 
material, sho,,·ing different stages of conception and execution. and necessarik 
unequal in \·alue. The:-: will collect almost evernhing noted down h:· Hof-
mannsthal from his fifteenth :·ear up to his death. ( p. 59) 

\Vith what finally became a fifteen-volume edition, Steiner made 
Hofmannsthal's ·work accessible to the world after the Second "r orld 
\Var. His evaluation of his own work was modest, but in 1959, when 
fourteen of the fifteen volumes ,vere available, he could express satisfac-
tion that "the poet's impact is felt more sharply, his image becomes 
more distinct." 34 

The workshop for this edition was the reading room of the Hough-
ton Library, where Steiner used to sit, protected by a ,vall of black 
boxes in which the manuscripts were kept. A few steps awa:v, across 
the bridge that he liked to call the "bridge of sighs," were the \Videner 
Library stacks, containing the German collection essential to his edi-
torial iabors. He cherished the ambience of the reading room, the 
helpful attention that he was given by Carolyn Jakeman and her staff 
:it the desk. His respect and affection for the Librarian, \Villiarn A. 
Jackson, were great. He advised Jackson in negotiations with the 
heirs of Hofmannsthal and Beer-Hofmann. He interested book 
dealers, Theo Feldman in New York, and Heinrich Hinterhcrger and 
the young Michael Krieg in Vienna, in Houghton's Austrian collec-
tion, and they soon took pride in offering rare items and thus in con-

""Herbert Steiner, ''The Harvard Collection of Hugo ,·on Hofmannsthal," 
HARVARD LmRARY BcLLETI'-, Vlll ( 195 4), 5-t-64. 

"'Steiner, op. cit. (note 2i above), p. 7. 
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tributing to its growth. He brought to Jackson's attention the Jacoby 
collection, with which he was familiar from his preYious biblio-
graphical "ork on Hofmannsthal, and described its scope. 

Jackson recognized Steiner's great sense of quality and his ability 
to unearth hidden bibliographical treasures. Few men could have 
appreciated these qualities as well as Jackson. But Steiner, meticulous 
proofreader though he \\·as, did not ahnn maintain impeccable 
standards of accurac_v in bibliographical matters. EYidences to be 
found in the correspondence benveen Jackson and Steiner are numer-
ous and often entertaining. Chided hy Jackson for inaccuracy and for . . 
delay, Steiner could rep!_\· with disarming naivete and adroit politeness. 
Their first exchange of notes in connection with the Jacob_\· purchase 
may sern as an example. On 3 1 October 1945 Jackson complained to 
Steiner of gaps in the list of material to be acquired by Houghton, 
concluding, "I hope the tone of this letter docs not seem mo brusque 
but I do believe we ought to lea\·c this matter agreeable to both parties 
and clear in \Hiting." To this Steiner replied immcdiatcl_v, on 1 

November, "Need I say that to me your letter seems in no way 
'brusque,' bur just as pleasant and clear as the conversation of its author 
ahrn_\'S h:1s been." ~.. One cannot fail to appreciate Jackson's patience 
\\'ith Steiner when one follows the repeated requests for full and 
precise listing of the Hofrnannsthal manuscripts. Jackson's desire for 
this dated from the summer of 194 5 when the manuscripts were re-
ceived. Steiner produced a preliminanT invenror_v on 9 October , 9+6, 
but it was not until April r 95 r that Jackson could acknowledge receipt 
of an improved inventor~r: "Many thanks indeed for your good letter, 
which sets things our in proper order." 30 

\ Vhat Steiner called "the most significant" use of the Hofmannsthal 
manuscripts at Houghton - public:1tion of a projected "four volumes 
containing unpublished material" - never was realized. This, surely, 
was a great disappointment for Jackson, yet he realized that Steiner 
could not do it in addition to his editorial \\·ork on the collection of 
printed writings; this task had alread_\T overtaxed Steiner, and his health 
was deteriorating. Never reproaching, Jackson proffered unfailing 

.. , Letter of , November 19.+5 from Herbert Steiner to \V. A. Jackson (The 
Librarian's files, Houghton Librar~'). 

'"Letter of 12 April 1951 from \V. A. Jackson to Herbert Steiner (The Librarian's 
files, Houghton Library). 
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support and continued to make life in Houghton comfortable for 
Steiner until increasing!)" serious illness forced his permanent hospiral-
iza tion, beginning in the summer of r 96 3. 

Built on the foundation that Steiner helped to la:·, Houghton's 
D\Tntieth-century· Austrian literature collection has been \·igorously 
;md S_\'mpatheticall)· nurtured b_'.' James E. \ \'alsh, Keeper of Printed 
Books in the Houghton Libr:u)·· Striking e\·idences of the success of 
these efforts han: been gin:n b_,· the exhibition, "\rienna r888-r938," :n 

and the catalogue of the Hofm:rnnsthal collection that was published 
in 1974, the centcnni:11 of the poet's birth. 3 ' 

In , 959 Steiner had become a "freier ;\Iitarbeiter" - scholar in 
residence - of the Schiller ~ational \luseum at \brbach am >-'eckar. 
This appointment facilitated his \n>rk on Hofmannsthal and pro,·idcd 
\\'elcome opportunities for e\tended sojourns in Europe. In spite of 
failing health, the last decade was crowded ,\·irh projects, commit-
ments, and tran:l. Besides completing the edition of the works, he 
edited (in collaboration with 1\hrie Luise Borchardt) Hofrn::mnsthal's 
correspondence ,,·ith Rudolf Borchardt.: 111 In the :\luseum 's "T urm-
hahn Bi.ichere" he prepared a selection of the poems of K;ul \roll-
mocller, whose pb_L Miracle, had been gi,,en spectacular performances 
b)- 1\ lax Reinhardt. As consultant to the Bollin gen Foundation's edi-
tion of Paul \Taler:·· he drew upon his intimate knowledge of that 
;1uthor's work. At the request of Hilda wm i\Iises, he began to prepare 
a catalogue of the Rilke collection that had been act1nired bv Houghton 
from Professor nm i\Iiscs; the sketch of Yon :\ Iiscs \\ ith \\·hich he pre-
faced it is perceptive!_,, and eleganrl_,, dra\,·n.io 

A photograph by· Fxa. Kampmann-Carossa shm\'S Steiner at a most 
ch;1r;1eteristic moment, purchasing a railwa_,, ticket (Plate I). He 
nc\'Cr begrudged the effort and time that might be required b)- tr:wel 

'' Han·ard llni\·crsit:,: Houghton Lihrar>·· Vic'/111,1, 1888-193,\'. Cambridge: 
Houghton Library, 1967. \'i, vi p. 

""HarYar<l C~iHrs1ry: Houghton Lihrar:,. Th' Hofm,1mzsth,1/ Cn!lcctirm in t/.ic 
Houg/.11011 Library, A /)cscripti;,'c C.11,1/og11c of l'ri11tcd Bool.:s, prq1are<l by James 
E. \Yaish. Heidelberg: Lothar Stiehm Verlag, 1974. xiii, 312 p. 

""Hugo i•on Hofm,1m1st/.ial [zmd] Rudolf Borc/.i,1rdt Bricf 0,1:echsel, Hcrausgcgcbcn 
nm l\laric Luise Borchardt und Herbert Steiner. [frankfurt a.l\l.:] S. Fischer \'crlag, 
'95+· 

"' Kat,1/og dcr Rilkc-S,mnnlung Ric/. 1,ird 0,·011 J!ises, Bcarbeitct und hcrausgcgeben 
,·on Paul Obcrmi.illcr und Herbert Steiner unter \litarbeit Yon Ernst Zinn (Frankfurt 
a.:\I., 1966), pp. 5-6. 
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to visit a friend, to meet someone interested in one of "his" poets, to 
provide information, or to convey his impressions. Engaged in literary 
"commerce" from his early youth, he became truly un homme des 
lettres. His attitude toward the great poets and his appreciation of 
them are suggested by words in his essay on Saint-John Perse that 
deserve to be remembered: "\Ve are not the judges of their works; 
we are measured by them." 41 

The author is particularly indebted to Dr. :\ lelitta Budiner for valuable 
information regarding her cousin, Herbert Steiner, as \\·ell as to those 
mentioned in captions to the illustrations and in footnotes. 

"Steiner, op. cit. ( note 9 above), p. ;8. 
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